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Most of what we know about spoken word recognition comes from studies of words 
presented in isolation, in tasks such as lexical decision, naming, or gating. Relatively few 
studies have examined recognition of spoken words in non-constraining sentence contexts 
(vs. contexts designed to generate expectations for specific words; e.g., [5]). Many of these 
have used the visual world paradigm (VWP). Some (e.g., [1]) have suggested that the 
dynamics of lexical competition are at least subtly different from the dynamics inferred from 
isolated word recognition tasks. The differences have been attributed to measurement 
differences (e.g., the claim that the VWP provides a more sensitive estimate of the time 
course of lexical processing). We examined another possible source of the differences: the 
use of isolated words vs. words presented in fluent sentences. Presentation in fluent speech 
has the potential either to reduce competition due to additional cues to upcoming segments 
via coarticulation or to change competition dynamics by reducing certainty about word onset. 
 
In three VWP experiments, we compared time course estimates of competition based on 
overlap in phonology (cohorts [onset competitors], rhymes) and semantic features (near and 
distant semantic neighbors [4]). In each study, there were 12 trials with each competitor type. 
Targets were displayed along with one potential competitor and two unrelated items. There 
were 48 filler trials. Trials order was randomized. On each trial, pictures were displayed for 
1300 ms, and then speech stimuli began. Participants clicked on named items as we tracked 
their eye movements. Targets were produced fluently in a carrier phrase ("find the shoe", 
Experiment 1), recorded and presented in isolation ("shoe", Experiment 2), or were isolated 
words excised from fluent carrier phrases (Experiment 3). Speech was produced sufficiently 
carefully that the excised words were completely clear, and accuracy was above 94% in all 
experiments, with no reliable differences between experiments. Fixation proportions were 
calculated using standard methods [1,4], timed relative to target word onsets. 
 
Fixation proportions over time were analyzed using growth curve analysis [3]. Given space 
constraints, we show difference scores in Figure 1 (mean competitor proportion minus mean 
unrelated baseline from 200-1000 msecs after target word onset); we will present time course 
in our poster. In Experiment 1 (carrier phrase, n=24), we found reliable competition effects 
for cohorts, rhymes, and near and distant semantic neighbors. In Experiment 2 (isolated 
words, n=23), cohort effects increased, while semantic neighbor effects diminished and 
rhyme effects disappeared. In Experiment 3 (n=23), we presented isolated words excised 
from the fluent carrier phrases to test whether differences between Experiments 1 and 2 were 
due to coarticulation or onset uncertainty. The results of Experiment 3 were qualitatively 
intermediate between Experiments 1 and 2 (middle bars in Figure 1), but statistically, it 
patterned with Experiment 2. In particular, rhymes were not fixated reliably more than 
unrelated items, suggesting that onset uncertainty changes induced by using carrier phrases 
changes the dynamics of lexical competition.  
 
It is surprising that a predictable, repeated carrier phrase increases uncertainty, even with 
carefully articulated speech, and despite potential anticipatory coarticulatory cues to target 
onset. The clear linear trends in Figure 1 suggest this is really the case; excising words from 
carrier phrases decreases cohort competition and increases competition from other competitor 
types relative to the carrier phrase condition. The fact that cohort effects were stronger for 
isolated words than excised words suggests that excising words decreases phonetic quality 



for word onsets (though accuracy was not reliably different for excised words). These 
changes in phonological competitor effects are consistent with TRACE [2]. An unambiguous 
onset preceded by silence maximally activates lexical items based on phonological forms, 
and so strongly activates the onset cohort. Greater initial cohort activation damps rhyme 
effects because this boosts the temporal head-start for cohorts [1], enhancing inhibition of 
rhymes and semantic competitors by cohorts. In contrast, when the word is preceded by a 
carrier phrase – even one that is perfectly clear, predictable and repeated on every trial – 
onset cohort items must compete with the lexical items activated by the carrier phrase. This 
inhibits initial activation of the onset cohort, in turn allowing greater activation of items such 
as rhymes and semantic competitors.  
 
Our results have serious implications for extant knowledge about word recognition, as they 
suggest that the generalization of studies of isolated word recognition to word recognition in 
the context of fluent speech "in the wild" is limited. Specifically, studies with isolated words 
underestimate the degree of phonological and semantic competition in fluent speech.  
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Figure	   1:	   Mean	   "effect	   size"	   (mean	   fixation	   proportion	   of	   competitor	   minus	   mean	   unrelated	  
baseline	   fixation	   proportion	   in	   the	   200-1000	   msec	   window	   following	   word	   onset)	   for	   each	  
competitor	  type	  in	  Experiments	  1	  (Carrier	  Phrase),	  2	  (Isolated	  Words),	  and	  3	  (Excised	  Words).	  The	  
conditions	  are	  ordered	   Isolated,	  Excised,	  Carrier	  Phrase	   to	  highlight	   linear	   trends:	  cohort	  effects	  
were	   strongest	   in	  Experiment	  2	   (Isolated),	   and	  weakest	   in	  Experiment	  1	   (Carrier	  Phrase),	  while	  
the	  opposite	  trend	  held	  for	  all	  other	  competitor	  types.	  Time	  course	  will	  be	  presented	  in	  our	  poster.	  	  
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